Eight mark Question
There will be one 8 Marker (8) in each section
Use this book mark when completing
examination questions; it has been designed
to support you in maximising your marks

BUG the question
B- box the command word
U - underline the key terms
G - Glance back as you write your
answer

Describe - say
what you see , give
an account in words

Level Code

Mark
s

Description

1

Basic

1-4

Limited knowledge
Simple statements
Does not use figure
No case study detail

2

Clear

5-6

Accurate knowledge
Clear use of figure
Accurate use of figure
Some case study
material

3

Detailed

7-8

Applies knowledge
Detailed knowledge
Clearly relates to figure
Lots of case study detail
Thinking like a geographer

Explain - State why
or how - use
connectives

Key command words

Outline - Summary , a
general description.
Essential features.

Evaluate / to what
extent look at both
sides and reach a
conclusion

Developing your points
For questions that are levelled marked
( 4 marks and above) you must develop your
points you should write in full sentences that
have connectives. Your answer should not be
“listy”

Level three checklist - Clear paragraphs
-Key terms Case study detail - Used the figure if
asked - developed points (see top tip below)
Developing your points
For accessing the top grades you need to push
your developments and have really clear points
in your answer.

Make a point then develop the sentence
Point - an answer/ a reason
Development = Detail / link back to the Q
E.g Q Outline one social impact of a river
flooding (2marks)
One social impact of flooding is that
crops are destroyed as a result people
then starve or move into the city.

Describe the effects of a tectonic
hazard
P

Makes point

one social effect is
that many lives are lost

E

Expand
develop
as usual

this could be from the
initial shaking as
objects may get thrown
or from buildings
collapsing or from
secondary effects like
tsunami or fires due to
broken gas pipes

E

Example
evidence

In the Japan 2011 the
earthquake and tsunami
caused 15300 deaths
with around 200 still
missing. The majority
died as a result of
landslides and
drowning from the
tsunami triggered by the
9.0 earthquake

L

Link back to
question or
the point

Social impacts can have
huge implications for
many others (families)
and life lost on the
scale shown in Japan
2011 can have many
implications indeed.

Top tip
WHEN YOU ARE DEVELOPING POINTS.
When answering a levelled question to develop
your points use connectives:
• because
this means
• as a result
this could
• therefore
in order to
You should also aim to use words from the
question.
E.g Q Outline one social impact of a river
flooding (2marks)
One social impact of flooding is that crops
are destroyed as a result people then starve
or move into the city.
Answering Graph / Map question
Use GCSE A* as a memory tip
GC

General
Comment

E.g it is increasing

SE

Specific
Example

Eg between 1990 and
2000

A*

Anomaly

Is there anything that is
different?
A sudden drop for
example. Point it out

When answering your 8 markers you will be
assessed on your SPaG - which means you should
include key terms good punctuation and write in
continuous prose. You can gain an extra 3 marks
with good SPaG. Can’t think of an answer ? Just
write two things that re late to the question to
secure some SPag marks

